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AMBOS NOGALES REPAIR
Critical play and the infrastructures of the
border city
Juan Llamas-Rodriguez

Colloquially, the two things that come to mind when referring to a “border crisis” at the US–
Mexico border are immigration and national security. But for border residents – those who live
in the communities that line the geopolitical boundary – another crisis presents itself as more
evident and more urgent: sewage management. The sewer infrastructure across multiple border
cities and towns dates back to the mid-20th century with little improvement in the decades
since. The exponential growth of border cities on the Mexican side as a result of the trade liberalization initiatives at the turn of the 21st century propagated a population boom and a subsequent strain on the already precarious infrastructure. Repairs, however, remain elusive. Local
officials blame their counterparts on the other side of the border, while border residents feel
forgotten by their national leaders, who only see the border as a site to build militarized barriers
and not as a real place where people live. Given that the underground sewer infrastructure was
built to serve an entire urban space – a city now split into two by the international division –
solutions to the sewage management problem depend on cooperation from both sides.
One bi-national urban space affected by this issue is Ambos Nogales, the regional term
to refer to the joined space of Nogales, Sonora (Mexico) and Nogales, Arizona (USA). In
this chapter, I introduce Ambos Nogales Repair, an 8-bit game (in the style of early GameBoy
offerings) about the attempts to repair sewer infrastructure in the two Nogales. Although the
game is not finished yet, I speculatively explore each of the elements of the game as they
relate to the border sewage management issue and explain these elements’ critique. My goal
with this speculative description is two-fold. First, I want to argue for the value of critical
media-making practice for sketching out complex urban, infrastructural, and environmental
problems. Critical making emphasizes process, and as such, the importance lies not as much in
the “finished product,” which implies commodification, but in the conceptual and epistemological organization that lead to the creation of the model. In the sections that follow, I explain
how the research and analysis of the issues at hand inform the game’s different components.
Therefore, a second goal of this chapter is to demonstrate the ability of games, and specifically
playing, to address issues of border cooperation. Drawing on the literature on game studies,
I illustrate the potentials of critical play for engaging with the city anew and for understanding
the specific dynamics of border cities. Critical play creates possibilities for players to engage
with social issues beyond matters of representation. The logics of play force us to contend with
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decision-making processes, and to evaluate the priorities that guide such decisions. In doing
so, games about social issues force a critical exploration of the issue and its underlying histories
and ideologies.

Press start: critical play as civic participation
Ambos Nogales Repair does not require players to produce any content themselves, but it does
subscribe to productive approaches to gameplay in the sense that it may produce new forms
of aspiration and identity-formation. Game scholars argue that the generative aspects of play
often lie in excess of the representational features of the game itself. Espen Aarseth suggests that,
while most players behave like rule-following “implied players,” others may adopt a “transgressive play” tactic that serves as “a symbolic gesture against the tyranny of the game, a (perhaps
illusory) way for the played subject to regain their sense of identity and uniqueness through
the mechanisms of the game itself.”1 Countering the view that games are distinguished by
being “unproductive,” Celia Pearce’s ethnographic research revealed how players in fact produce
a significant amount of gaming content themselves, rather than merely consuming already
produced games.2 What Silvia Lindtner and Paul Dourish call “the promise of play” points
toward the potential of digital gaming to produce new practices and meanings within the
game and beyond the immediate experience of game play. The productive qualities of play for
Lindtner and Dourish thus refer to “the formation of cultural capital, of aspiration, of selfhood
and nationhood at the intersection of particular practices and transnational developments.”3
Cultural production and the formation of identity are not detached from material practice,
rather accomplished through them.
Through playing Ambos Nogales Repair, users may envision the antagonistic relationship
between border enforcement and the care for vital infrastructures in border cities. Border
residents could adopt new orientations toward cross-border cooperation, and even those living
away from the border could shift their perspectives of the borderlands from a space of division
to one of mutual dependency. By modeling a distinctly cross-border issue in a simplified playable narrative, Ambos Nogales Repair facilitates what Mary Flanagan calls “critical play”: “to
create or occupy play environments and activities […] characterized by a careful examination
of social, cultural, political, or even personal themes.”4 The disposition of the players toward
these themes or issues remains central. As Melissa Kagen explores in the case of border games
in particular, critical play can also lead to certain forms of reactionary misplay and protest,
like the paratextual playthroughs of Papers, Please (Lucas Pope, 2013) in which YouTubers
performed fantasies of Donald Trump-inspired hyper anti-immigrant runs.5 Critical play may
not be inherently progressive, but it does create openings for more sustained engagement with
social issues. Players can then creatively find ways to work within the procedural constraints of
the games to try out more progressive alternatives within them.
“How can video game playing be geared toward social change instead of social reinforcement?” This is the question that Hong-An Wu engages in her analysis of the potentials of critical play for civic participation. Building on the foundations laid out by Flanagan, Wu situates
the potential of critical play in its capacity to deconstruct and reconstruct social structures as
an analog to interrogating the rules that govern playing a game. The “critical” aspect in critical
play may lie, quite literally, in continuously questioning the “how” and “why” of game rules.
Drawing on the pedagogy of Paolo Freire, Wu then suggests that we think of players as “cocreators of knowledge” whose in-game activities can foster alternative perspectives on their
social worlds and on themselves.6 If the goal of critical pedagogy is to foster “regional collective
responsibility” by searching for transformative possibilities within one’s own social contexts,7
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then critical play can offer novel ways of thinking about and engaging in civic participation.
For Wu, the dialogues fostered by playing critically – by using a game’s rules as stand-ins for
the norms governing social structures – provide generative opportunities for pedagogues and
activists to draw attention to social issues in engaging and interactive ways.
Reflecting on the norms governing social structures proves to be at the center of the critique
offered by Ambos Nogales Repair. In its simple gameplay dynamic, it asks users to consider how
allocating resources, navigating legal barriers, and forging cross-border alliances are all essential factors needed to solve a communal problem within imperfect conditions. In doing so, the
game encourages players to rearticulate sewer network repair as a regional rather than a national
problem, thereby shifting scales of action. The goal of the game is therefore not to propose that
the waste management issue at the border will be resolved if “we all just get along.” Instead, by
playing and reflecting on the ways border divisions hinder the possibilities for repairing a vital
feature of the border region, the game provides an opportunity to think critically about how
the border itself acts as an impediment to meaningful collaboration.

The game: Ambos Nogales Repair
The initial idea for Ambos Nogales Repair originated during Patching Default Settings, a series of
workshops about radical gameplay hosted by the Studio for Mediating Play at the University
of Texas at Dallas. I developed the paper prototype of the game and its basic rules at these
workshops and have been working with students to build the digital version. The game takes
the basic premise of a single-screen video game with a pixel art esthetic, such as Pac-Man
(Namco, 1980) or the original Donkey Kong (Nintendo, 1981). In these games, players have
one specific task to accomplish in increasingly more complex levels. Earlier levels introduce the
players to the basic functionality of the controls and the physics of the game setting. Later levels
add complications such as barriers, compounded tasks, or time constraints. Players’ attempts
at completing their specific task can be thwarted by enemy non-playable characters (NPCs)
like the ghosts in Pac-Man. These antagonist NPCs can also indirectly prevent the players from
achieving their goal: in Donkey Kong, the titular character throws barrels down at Mario to prevent him from climbing up the ladders. NPCs often also “kill” the main character by coming
into contact with them, thus resetting the level or ending the game.
In Ambos Nogales Repair, one to four players play as “repairfolk” in charge of maintaining or
improving parts of the sewer network across both cities. Their specific task is to get to a broken
part of the sewer system and work on repairing it by standing over it. In attempting to repair
all the sewers, players are racing against time on two fronts: first, the continuous breakdown of
more sewer lines and, second, the construction of security architecture by NPC border agents.
Sewer breakdown occurs in three progressive stages: worn down, cracked, and broken. The
more progressed the breakdown is, the longer it takes for a player to repair that specific spot.
When a spot gets to the broken stage, it leads to a sewage spillage. Three concurrent sewage
spillages in the same level ends the game.
The construction of security architecture by NPC border agents itself does not end the
game. However, it hinders the possibility of repair in two ways. First, construction further hurts
the precarious parts of the sewer network: whenever a new fence is built near a sewer line, spots
in that line begin to wear down. Second, the construction of new fences and the repair of sewer
lines both use up the shared “public funds” that are finite per level. Public funds grow from
$25 to $100 with each subsequent level. Each action by a character that requires construction
materials lowers these funds: $5 for repairing “worn down” sewers, $10 for repairing “cracked”
sewers, $15 for repairing “broken” sewers, and $20 for building a new fence. These funds
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cannot be restored within the same level, so as NPC border agents complete border fences, they
deplete the public funds used to repair sewers. These NPCs walk around constructing gates
and fences at a slower pace than the repairfolk, which allows players to mend broken sewers
before the security architecture makes them more precarious and to use up the funds before
the border agents do.
The game further complicates the race against time by introducing the notion of citizenship. Repairfolk characters are assigned a citizenship (green or orange) by virtue of their order
selection: player 1 is green, player 2 is orange, player 3 is green, and player 4 is orange. All
border agents are on the orange side of the border. In gameplay, repairfolk can cross the border
and repair sewers on either side. However, if any green repairfolk come into contact with a
NPC border agent on the orange side, the NPC will seize and deport them. This deportation
will slow down the player’s work and potentially lead to more sewer breakdowns. Of course,
the mechanism simplifies a lot of the complexities and nuances of migration and the very real
human impacts of border enforcement. Instead, the inclusion of this feature to slow down the
repairfolk’s work reveals how focusing on border security at the expense of cross-border collaboration also has negative externalities for border infrastructure.
The growing complexity of the levels refers to the historical rise of border enforcement and
militarization. Early levels introduce the basic functionality of repair and showcase an earlier
historical moment when Ambos Nogales operated as one municipality. Subsequent levels illustrate how the construction of border fences both limits the points of crossing between Nogales
and further wears down the cities’ vital infrastructures. Increased militarization is also evident
in the number of NPC border agents in each level: earlier levels have only one agent, harking
back to decades with little border surveillance, while later levels have multiple agents saturating
the same short strip of land.

The premise: sewer breakdown and repair
I have chosen sewer breakdown as the issue to address in this game because it offers a succinct
example of the problems that emerge when competing interests (border security versus vital
infrastructures) meet scalar impasses (national versus local). Privileging the nation-state’s needs
over those of local communities, or what I refer to as “state-thinking,” leads to practices of
border enforcement that remain unresponsive to the interests of those living in the border region
itself and serve to inhibit the emergence of bottom-up, grassroots problem-solving efforts. In
the case of Ambos Nogales, these two negative effects of borders are intertwined. The complex bureaucracy of state-based regulations and disempowered cross-border institutions puts up
a facade of macro-level transnational cooperation while, in reality, constraining and frustrating
the possibility of local, community-based solutions. Better waste management would benefit
the two cities on either side of the border, yet the border itself creates a division where issues
of national sovereignty dominate over the common interests and shared resources of the border
communities. Successfully managing resources will involve undoing the divisions introduced
by political boundaries.
The current impasse results from a series of policy decisions at a national level about the role
of borderlands and the (lack of) investment dedicated to them. In a 1986 Los Angeles Times profile of the two Nogales, the mayor of the Arizona city boasted that the close relationship with
his southern counterpart allowed them to sidestep “the usual bureaucracy.” The two mayors
could meet, discuss, and instantly resolve a problem that plagued both their constituencies,
problems like sewage leaks from Nogales, Sonora, to Nogales, Arizona.8 Even as late as 1994,
environmental scientists found the early 1990s to be an especially hopeful period in US–Mexico
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relations: “[t]he spirit of common destiny and collaboration between the two countries has
seldom been more palpable.”9 No one boasts about such cooperation any longer. The turn of
the 21st century brought about a renewed interest in border security that intensified through
the militarization of Border Patrol, the creation of the Department of Homeland Security, and
the entrenchment of isolationist state-thinking. In such an intensely antagonistic field, cooperation to solve a distinctly local problem like sewer repair becomes ever more difficult.
Adhering to state-thinking, it would be possible for the United States to ignore the negative
effects that border architecture constructions have on the Mexican parts of the border region.
Indeed, official US policy has long tended toward this response, from the NAFTA-approved
outsourcing of cheap production to maquilas in the Mexican border towns to the TPP protocol
of retaining asylum seekers in Mexico while their process carries on in the US courts. Yet,
sewage disposal disrupts the geopolitical power imbalance of the US–Mexico border. The
fact that most of the Mexican side of the border is at a higher altitude than the US side means
that when heavy rains hit the south side of the geopolitical border, the millions of gallons of
sewage and industrial waste from the NAFTA maquilas in Mexico overflow to, and run for
miles on, US soil. The fluid dynamics of sewage, i.e. that it flows downhill, subvert geopolitical
hierarchies by reinforcing geophysical ones. These geophysical hierarchies further undermine
social and cultural divisions so that all border residents, regardless of status, in some way end up
affected by the spillage of sewage onto their streets, parks, and beaches.
Although border residents have strong incentives to search for common solutions, they lack
sufficient control to implement any cooperative agreements they might negotiate. It is clearly in
everyone’s interest to narrow the sewage-disposal gap in Ambos Nogales. For Sonorans, a reliable water service will substantially enhance their quality of life. For Arizonans, better waterdelivery and sewage-retrieval systems in Sonora will make it easier to control contaminants
flowing into the United States. The need for a bottom-up approach is critical in border regions,
which must be thought of as coherent entities in their own right. When viewed as centers of
concern rather than as peripheries, bargaining and accommodation across boundaries emerge
as possibilities. Ambos Nogales illustrates the potential of treating border watersheds in a holistic manner, socioculturally and physiographically. Moving from entrenched state-thinking
to regional cooperation will benefit the entire border region. To force this epistemological
reorientation requires seeing and engaging with the border city in newfound ways.

The setting: mediating the border city
Scholars have long argued that games play a central role in shaping our understanding of the
border.10 Popular representations of the border in mainstream video games hold significant sway
in how publics close and far from the borderlands envision its features and its politics. Even
without referencing specific locations, games about the US–Mexico border can reinforce racist
stereotypes in their playable dynamics, as was the case of Smuggle Truck (Owlchemy Labs, 2011),
which insensitively redrew migrants as teddy bears to be killed on their way across the border.11
The stakes in representing the border also extend to the specific locales of the geopolitical
boundary. Much of the controversy over the console game Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon Advanced
Warfighter 2 (Ubisoft, 2007), for instance, centered on the game’s depictions of Ciudad Juarez,
Chihuahua, as a lawless space in need of military intervention, prompting condemnation from
both the mayor of Juarez and the governor of Chihuahua.12
Conceptual infrastructures such as the above visual representations shape the physical
infrastructures of the media city, and vice versa. For Shannon Mattern, cities are networks of
nested or entangled infrastructures: “as the saying goes, it’s infrastructural turtles all the way
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down.”13 Likewise, Jason Farman argues that the explanatory potential of interactive mapping
projects such as Google Earth lies both in the limitations imposed by a corporately-owned
software and in the user-generated affordances to push at the limits of this software.14 André
Reyes Novaes contends that creative mappings could help to “generate new realities,” encouraging border cooperation on a local scale and going beyond the “war of words” on a diplomatic
level.15 Still, these renderings often offer contradictory narratives, which can simultaneously
dissolve and reinforce international borders. Any critical making project about borders must be
attuned to how specific design elements, like visual representations and game rules, function to
reinforce or undermine users’ perceptions about the border and its urban centers.
Choosing Ambos Nogales as the locale of this video game offers us an emblematic real-life
referent to situate the critique of lack of cross-border cooperation because of the urban region’s
now-past history of collaboration. As Figure 13.1 shows, Ambos Nogales Repair reduces the
map of the two cities to the essentials – sewer lines, homes, and border fences – to illustrate
the critical premise of the game that these different urban infrastructures impact each other.
The US-Mexico dividing line, for instance, is clearly demarcated as it would be in any official
map, but other features of the topography of the urban area are stripped away to focus on the
infrastructures relevant to the game’s goals. The representation of Ambos Nogales in the game
may not adhere to standards of verisimilitude, but this representational simplification allows
the game to more accurately model the dynamics of (and barriers to) cross-border exchange
between the two cities.

Figure 13.1 Mock design of the Ambos Nogales Repair setting
Source: Juan Llamas-Rodriguez.
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This project speaks to Henk Van Houtum’s provocation to border studies: “[c]an we represent
borders visually in a way that is intrinsically dynamic and subject to constant reproduction?”16
Van Houtum signals a renewed interest in the politics of representing border regions as a way
to articulate the stakes in border-making processes writ large. As such, Ambos Nogales Repair
joins other creative projects that address the dynamics of the border city on the ground.17
For instance, the speculative architectural project Transborder City Santa Teresa, based on the
twin cities of Santa Teresa, New Mexico, and San Jerónimo, Chihuahua, refigures the shape
of the border city into a space comprised of interlocking hexagrams with intersecting diagonal lines of communication linking the exterior to the interior. Its creators suggest that this
“binational city” puts forth an image of equity and collaboration that challenges the blockages
and disruptions of barriers and fortified walls.18
Still, much of this work on the border city presents it as a visual entity, and its dwellers as
first and foremost spectators. That subject position implies a particularly limited politics of
engagement because people engage with their surroundings through multiple senses. Modes
of engaging beyond the spectatorial must be examined. In a video game such as Ambos Nogales
Repair, both the representational aspects, like aesthetics and narratives, and the procedural
aspects, like the rules, contribute to the players’ understanding of the setting and social context
depicted. Moreover, because games rely on player interaction to create meaning, the player
collaborates in shaping the idea of the national boundary. As Melissa Kagen argues, these interactive media objects “make the border; they scape its material and imaginary universes.”19
Playing the border through video games means encountering specific spatial representations
of the region that divides two nation-states and adapting to specific rules for interacting with
those spaces. The simplicity of the narrative of Ambos Nogales Repair enables the game to foreground these two facets primarily through interaction. Players know at the outset that their
goal is to repair the sewers of Nogales. Through gameplay, players come to understand how
the dividing line, the rules that come with it, and the resources required to maintain it impact
the players’ actions and hinder their ability to achieve their goals. By foregrounding the role of
the player-user in working against the restrictions of the border, interactive media that engages
creatively with the cartographic can offer a critical vocabulary to develop novel ways of talking
and thinking about borders.

Lose conditions: the problems of state-thinking
The need for broad institutional reform and targeted physical repairs to existing sewer infrastructure across the two Nogales is not a mystery. Experts have long detailed the range of actionable solutions, including extensive repairs to the International Outfall Interceptor, reforming
the role of the International Boundary and Water Commission, and reinstating funding to the
North American Development Bank. The main issue, then, is the politics attached to current
frameworks for seeking solutions. Entrenched “state-thinking” leads to an impasse where the
US blames Mexico for the infrastructural problems and Mexico excuses itself by claiming it
does not have the resources to fix them. “It is not sufficient to rethink, repurpose, or redeem
[the] space,” argues Camila Fojas about speculative projects about the US–Mexico border.
Instead, for any such project to be successful, the borderlands must “be completely reconfigured
to reflect the non-hierarchical spatialization of binationalism.”20 Stakeholders must turn their
attention to protecting the livelihoods of border residents instead of viewing the region as the
site of conflict and division between nation-states.
Proposals for more regional-minded solutions have begun to sprout across disciplinary fields.21
Political scientist Matthew Longo, for instance, has proposed a sort of cross-border citizenship: “a
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formal legal status conferring special rights and responsibilities onto citizens of the borderlands.”
In Longo’s formulation, the proposal would be to delineate a broad “cross-border” zone comprising districts in the United States and Mexico along the 1,954 miles of the border. Residents
of this zone on both sides of the border would be afforded unique special rights on top of
their own national citizenship. Longo concedes that border security would likely remain the
purview of nation-state governments, who hold strong interests in regulating the movements
of people and goods across geopolitical lines. Still, the goal of cross-border citizenship is to
return the rights to decide and act upon local issues to the border communities themselves.
Issues such as the daily logistics of cross-border trade, schooling, environment, and waste management would be resolved jointly by border residents. “Border zones in this rubric,” argues
Longo, “would be refashioned not as democratic wastelands but as places where locals can take
authorship of their collective interests.”22 The special rights afforded to border residents under
this proposal would be justified by the fact that border policies disproportionately affect them.
Longo’s proposal is thus less proactive than retroactive and serves as a corrective of the damages
already wrought upon border resident communities by the negative externalities resulting from
increased enforcement and militarization of the border.
Implementing these plans and strategies require cooperation at various institutional levels as
well as long-term planning and organization. These will also require both active involvement
from the regional publics of the borderlands and buy-in from the broader national publics of
both nation-states. And none of these progressive changes will come about without significant,
continuous struggle. Still, I would contend that an earlier step to achieving the consensus levels
needed for these initiatives is to reveal the damages that state-thinking wreaks upon border
residents themselves. An epistemological reorientation away from state-thinking is necessary,
albeit not sufficient, to begin the work of valuing the borderlands as fruitful lifeworlds rather
than as “wastelands” where the border security apparatus lies.
Herein lies the value of critical play in a game like Ambos Nogales Repair. The game models
this epistemological reorientation first by signaling the hindrances imposed by state-thinking,
like the depletion of funds for building border fences and the active resistance of border security
agents to trans-border repair efforts. At the same time, the game enacts a viable alternative in
the form of cross-border cooperation and illustrates this alternative through interactive play.
The goal of the game may be a simple one – repair broken sewers across a geopolitical divide –
yet the political implications of pursuing such a goal have far-reaching consequences. Indeed,
because the main impediment to winning lies with the NPC border agents who deplete necessary funds and deport essential repairfolk, “beating” the game becomes tantamount to beating
the border security apparatus. All players win when they work together against the (game)
system that actively tries to divide them. Critical play scholars have already begun to argue that
play allows us to question and rethink our most ingrained social values. Ambos Nogales Repair
demonstrates that simply questioning “state-thinking” in favor of local cooperation in a video
game opens up the possibility for a radical reimagining of the border city, and borders at large.
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